Clagstone Meadows Public Access Rules

- Clagstone Meadows is private property. Please respect private property rights and adhere to these public access rules and regulations.

- Users must register daily at a Designated Access Point (see map)

- Self-Registration Procedures:
  - Each user must completely fill out and sign both sections of a registration card. One section is placed in the kiosk and one section must be carried at all times while on the Public Access Area
  - If registration cards are missing, users must provide name, address, phone, vehicle license and entry date on a piece of paper and carry a copy of the same information

- Parking permitted at Designated Access Areas only — do not block gates

- No public access is allowed on the Stimson Reserve

- Safety areas (see map) are NO SHOOTING ZONES

- Public Access Hours: one hour before sunset to one hour after sunset

- Overnight camping is prohibited

- Motorized vehicle use of any kind is prohibited

- Bicycles are permitted on established roadways

- Horse use of any kind is prohibited

- Construction of trails, blinds or other structures is prohibited

- Smoking or fires of any kind are prohibited

- Wood cutting or harvest of any natural material is prohibited

- Leave no trace — take only pictures, leave only footsteps

- Failure to comply with these public access rules and all game regulations will result in loss of access privileges and possible trespass fines

- Users will be checked by Idaho Fish and Game (IDFG) officers and Stimson Lumber representatives for registration cards and compliance

- Report any violations to IDFG at (208) 769-1414